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Grand Opening of New SBS Group Head Office!  
― A 4K large screen and the latest LT technologies welcome visitors― 

SBS Group (Head office: Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo; Representative: Masahiko Kamata) is pleased to 

announce that a new main entrance was opened at the Group's head office in Nishi-shinjuku, Tokyo, on 

March 22. The new entrance welcomes visitors with a 4K large screen of 2 meters x 7 meters and a 

showroom showcasing cutting-edge robots operating at the SBS Group's sites.  

◆ 

The newly opened entrance and showroom, located in the Group's visitor area on the 25th floor of 

Sumitomo Fudosan Shinjuku Grand Tower, conveys the Group's innovative growth using the contrasts 

between white and black and between curves and straight lines.  

The entrance that welcomes the visitors represents a space that symbolizes boldness, 

progressiveness and innovativeness, while the large screen is projecting the videos introducing 

dynamism of SBS Group.  

Showcased in the showroom, located in the gateway guiding the visitors from the entrance to the 

reception rooms, are various LT (Logistics Technology) devices that are the focus for SBS Group. It 

makes it possible to hear customers' inquiries while showing them the robots that are actually 

operating in the field, including shelf delivery robots, AutoStore, sorting robots and autonomous 

delivery robots.  
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 The area symbolizes SBS Group's hope to continue bringing reforms to logistics as one of the 

leading companies in the industry. We invite you to experience the area when you visit the company.  

 

 

■ Reference 

<SBS Group Profile> 

Holding company: SBS Holdings, Inc. (SBS Group Holding Company) 

Established in December 1987 

Representative: Masahiko Kamata, President and Representative Director 

Listed on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (Securities code: 2384) 

Head Office: Orinas Tower, 8-17-1, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 

Capital: 3.9 billion yen 

Net sales: 403.4 billion yen (Consolidated, as of December 31, 2021) 

Number of employees: 21,840 (including 9,742 full-time employees, consolidated) 

Business Activities: Since its foundation in 1987, the SBS Group has contributed to the 

creation of incomes for customers by enhancing logistics and ancillary services 

and providing 1-stop logistics services. Within the Group, we have a group of 

businesses that handle a variety of merchandises from food to super-heavy goods, 

a group of companies that can respond to a variety of delivery patterns from routes, 

areas, and same-day delivery, and a group of specialized companies in areas 

such as logistics facility development and environmental logistics. 

URL: HUhttps://www.sbs-group.co.jp 

■ For further information, contact 

IR & Public Relations Department, SBS Holdings, Inc. 

TEL:050-1741-2240/e-mail:contact11@sbs-group.co.jp 

※ The material contained in this document is the information as of the announcement date. Please be aware 
that these changes may be made without prior notice. 
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